Clinician attributions and disease model perspectives of mentally ill, chemically addicted patients: a preliminary investigation.
Brickman et al.'s (Brickman, P., Rabinowitz, V. C., Coates, D., Cohn, E., Kidder, L. (1982). Models of helping and coping. American Psychologist 37:364-384.) models of helping and coping provided a framework by which to compare clinicians' attributions of blame and control among several hypothetical patients. Sixty-one mental health clinicians (MHCs) and addiction clinicians (ACs)--mostly master's level clinicians and registered nurses--rated attributions toward vignettes that depicted individuals with schizophrenia, alcoholism, and mentally ill, chemically addicted (MICA) classifications in 1995. Results indicate that MHCs attributed more blame to MICA patients than did ACs, but did not differ on their attributions of control. MHCs' and ACs' attributions of blame and control were generally low, consistent with a medical model. However, the endorsement of a disease model of alcoholism did not significantly predict the amount of blame attributed by the clinicians. Implications for treatment planning for MICA patients are discussed.